LAST CALL FOR

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

Deadline to Apply is Sunday, March 8, 2015 by 5:00 p.m. EST

DTEC IS LOOKING FOR YOU!
The Delta Teacher Efficacy Campaign (DTEC) is seeking certified K-6 school
teachers currently serving elementary grade students in urban school districts. We are
looking for teachers interested in being change agents
in education.
Elementary school teachers selected to participate in
The Teacher Efficacy Academy (TEA) receive FREE
professional development designed to enhance their
knowledge about teacher efficacy, and instructional
strategies on literacy and math.
About The Teacher Efficacy Academy
The Teacher Efficacy Academy (TEA) is a nine-module online
course that offers 180 teachers located in four geographic
areas the opportunity to reflect, purposely, on their own
self-efficacy. Upon successful completion of the course, the
anticipated result is a better understanding of the correlation
between teacher efficacy and student achievement.
Selected participants are required to attend one in-person
session scheduled between April and May 2015 and will receive
a stipend to defray travel costs. Participants, supported by a

How to Become
a Volunteer
Participant

facilitator within their selected regions, are also required to
complete weekly Academy modules that include a discussion
question and journal entry.
Teacher participants earn Teacher Efficacy Academy
certification upon completion. Depending upon approval
from a teacher’s school district, the training may be used
as professional development credits. In addition, Academy
teachers receive a nominal First Book grant to help expand
their classroom libraries.

To apply and for more information visit: www.deltafoundation.net
Responders may also contact the DTEC Project Director, Dr. Johni Cruse-Craig
at: jccraig@deltafoundation.net or by telephone at (202) 347-1337.

JOIN US AND BE AN EDUCATIONAL CHANGE AGENT!
The Delta Teacher Efficacy Campaign (DTEC) is a collaboration between The Delta Research and
Educational Foundation (DREF) and the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. (DST) funded by a matching
grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. The three-year campaign is designed to enhance teacher
effectiveness and promote learning among at-risk, urban students with the goal of increasing graduation
rates. For more information contact:
Dr. Johni Cruse-Craig, Project Director
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